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IFT 104 – history of ATATURK 

 

LECTURER NAME: ORHAN CEKIC 



MUSTAPHA KEMAL ATATURK AND HIS REFORMS 

Every day the life into the world becomes more difficult, fake and ambiguous, because of 

injustice, inequality and lies. So, world leaders who are ordering the world and decide of 

faith of each country and also those who made the world rules are the responsible of all this 

disaster in the world, but they acting like if they are the solution. The sadness of being a part 

of this world is to be a developing country, if you are one of them the majority of your own 

population will be poor, people will die because of hunger, war and violence inside your 

country citizens, the fact is they make it happens, this is the strategic to invade a country 

(separated and rule). For more than 1000 to 2000 years, those people are making injustice, 

cheating people, stooling their land, making war to country and pretending they are there 

for saving them, then deals with terrorist in one side and others side show to population 

they are here for them, but in fact the all things that those people want is to put instability in 

your country to enrich themselves and plunder your resources. Nowadays this situation still 

around us, but the population of each country are now understood, what really going on, 

and now they are awake for fighting this issue. In my opinion, if you ask me about developed 

countries and developing one, I will answer you by: every country is a developing country 

even (USA), because in those which pretending that they are developed one and others is 

not cause of some critical situation I think they have those problem too but just for them is 

less than other, in these country there is homeless people, there is poverty or if you say that 

you are develop country normally you don’t have to be face with a people who does not 

have money, and they should not have to be unemployment everyone should have to get 

work, school have to be something free, there should  not have to be inequality between 

people in front of justice, no more discrimination, no more violence and also you have to 

know everything about this world in 100 percent at least before say you are developed 

country, I think all of those country into the world are developing country cause everyday is 

a new day for each of us to discover, to experimented and upgrades something and then 

moves to the new step, so that’s mean we all are developing country and we all try to be 

developed because we don’t everything even if some country economics growth are 

superior than others its doesn’t mean it have right to say I am the developed one and choose 

according to some critical decision that it made and say other are developing one.  



After all this explanation about how world going on with these world leaders, we can see a 

global analysis about how we can make three of Kemalist reforms possible to my country. 

First of all, we need to define who is Ataturk and his reforms a little a little bit to refresh our 

mind. Ataturk was the first president of the republic of Turkey, he was at all a great man 

with many aims and characters. Ataturk was a man of peace and did not like war because 

think that a war will destroy country kill people and make country late to his development, 

however he had a powerful army under his order, he beaten colonialist people who were in 

the coast of turkey as (ENGLAND; FRANCE; UNITED STATED etc….). he had successfully 

repushing them and won them too many times. The real power of Atatürk was his mind 

because he was to much smart and know to listen, talk and understand people whoever you 

are and then rely you by wonderful speech which will convince people, he was and still 

father of Turkish population old one as news. As I told you Atatürk was a strategist man, who 

like to analysed deeply before take decision. He made reforms for his country and that 

reform has been voted in the first assemble of turkey and has been applied to the Turkish 

civil code systems to help them to develop their country and to not be dependent to others 

one. These reforms are having been called KEMALISM reforms. In this reform you can find all 

strategy who has been made by Atatürk to his population and still, nowadays this reform is 

being applied in turkey government systems, and I can say that because of Mustapha Kemal 

Ataturk made this reform past time ago, turkey is like that today with a strong institution 

and good reforms. ATATURK reforms were a series of political, legal, religious, cultural, social 

and economic policy). 

My country is named MALI, it is a landlocked country in west Africa. MALI is the eight-largest 

country in Africa, with an area of just over 1240000 square kilometres (480000sq mi). the 

population of MALI is 19.1 million 67 percent of its population was estimated to be under 

the age of 25 in 2017. It’s had one capital named BAMAKO. The sovereign state of Mali 

consists eight regions and its borders on the north reach deep into the middle of the Sahara 

Desert. The country’s southern part is in the Sudan a savanna, where the majority of 

inhabitant live and both the NIGER and SENEGAL rivers pass through. My country economy 

is centres on agriculture and MININY. One of MALI most prominent natural resources is gold 

and the country is the third largest producer of gold on the African continent. If you noticed 

the short presentation that I made about my country you will directly understand that there 



are many things that we have to figure out, MALI is a country who have been colonized by 

France since the starting of the second war. MALI took is independence in 1960, our first 

president has been elected. Before introduce three Kemalist reforms which are unavoidable 

for my country according to me, I would like to tell you about something, in my country story 

before the democratise show up or, even before the colonial people comes to my land. My 

country was not a country rather a kingdom with my gold as resources, and in that time, we 

had our own reforms named (KURU KAN FUGA) but when colonial people starting to come 

over our land, they replaced it with their own and convince people like what our reforms 

was not good enough and pay a lot of money to our country leaders to being in their side to 

follow their reforms, it was I kind of occupation but this one was not by force it was a 

strategically occupation by corruption. 

In ataturk reforms, the three big reforms inside it that my country MALI cannot avoid it is 

the religious reform, then the social reform, and the economic reforms.  

Why those three reforms of Ataturk reform named Kemalist cannot avoid my country? 

First of all, my country is a developing country, in Mali 99 percent of the population are 

considerate as Muslim, Malian people belief is Muslim religious, since 6 years old every 

parent send his children to the Islamic school for at least 2 years of learning CORAN before 

the starting the normal school education, in my country everyone is involved to the religion 

Islamic and they have a kind of institutions inside our government branch, and those 

institution handle everything about religious Muslim in my country, and also they are 

membership of one of the biggest Islamic organisation in (MAQA) in Arabic Saudi, they have 

also to much Islamic school in Mali which starting to high school until end of the university 

including all level. Every year Arabic Saudi give to my country government Islamic 

department more 100 million in us dollars to promote Islam to my country. 

Secondly, we have to we have the social reforms. As you know every population in the world 

have different mentality and some of them are been influence by others country lifestyles. In 

my country, we have to much social life because we have been influenced by too many in 

the country in the world, the main one is France and Arabic Saudi. I can say 40 percent of my 

country population are France people mindset for example they way of talking any 

languages, ways of wearing clothes, their styles of eating, they look exactly like them and the 



other 60 percent of the population is acting as an Arabic people their everything look like 

same. My population forgot his own social cultures and that’s why they still in the 

manipulation of those people following their lifestyles, its look like they clean our mind and 

put their culture. Atatürk reforms is really important for all the serious country which would 

really like to tend to the development and I think that there is none country which can say 

that Ataturk reforms isn’t good, every country in the world in somehow you will be 

unavoidable about one of part of this reforms. 

Finally, the economic reform is something that every country in the world have to reform his 

economy to able to develop, so in my opinion we can not avoid it too because our economic 

as you know is based on agriculture and it providing us food for eat and being in good 

health, they are related to each other’s. normally my country can be able to feed his 

population and all the others country over African in all years, despite we are not able to do 

it because in my country leaders are not following the chain rules which can bring us to the 

development they still stooling money our impot and taxes, there is no infrastructure for our 

farmer so they work with what they have and the quantity of want they exploiting is less all 

land are almost been buying by the people who are working in the government, the 

corruption is one of the bad things which make my country late to his development. In my 

country people are dying cause of hunger because of the bad governance, my country 

should have to rebuilt is institution and try to turn back to our social culture that we forgot 

to others people culture, its only in this way that we can find a solution to control where 

money go and enter otherwise, we will not move to the second steps of being a developing 

country.       

  

 


